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The death penalty is without question one of the more contentious public policy issues in the
United States. Although within the United States the practice dates to the country’s colonial
period, public debate regarding the imposition of capital punishment has been a constant
element of political discourse, and this remains the case today.

Support for the death penalty has often been predicated on two arguments: first, that
the penalty is just punishment for certain types of crimes and, second, that the threat and
actual imposition of the death penalty serves as a deterrent to criminal behavior. Opposition
to the death penalty has been based on several arguments, including the oft-heard claim that
it violates the Constitution’s Eighth Amendment ban on “cruel and unusual punishment.”
Although the Supreme Court concurred with this sentiment in 1972 in Furman v. Georgia,
the Court reversed itself four years later in Gregg v. Georgia (1976). A second argument
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frequently offered in opposition to the death penalty is that it does not, in actuality, deter
homicide or other capital crimes.

It is this latter point—whether the death penalty deters homicide—that is the subject
of a new report, Deterrence and the Death Penalty, produced by the National Research
Council’s (NRC) Committee on Deterrence and the Death Penalty. This slim 127-page
volume is composed of six chapters that cover three broad areas. The first three chapters
introduce the main issues surrounding the deterrence debate, summarize the historical
context regarding the use of the death penalty in the United States, and lay out the main
conceptual issues relevant to studies of the deterrence effect. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the
two main research designs used to study the deterrence effect, along with their limitations. A
final chapter identifies additional challenges to testing the existence of a deterrence effect
and summarizes the committee’s recommendations for moving research forward.

The report itself has an interesting history. Following the Supreme Court’s 1976
decision in Gregg v. Georgia, which ended a moratorium on the imposition of the death
penalty in the United States, the NRC established a committee that summarized the existing
evidence on the deterrence effect. That report did not reach a conclusion; instead, it found
the research base to be far too limited and flawed to offer useful input into the debate
(National Research Council, 1978).

Surely, however, researchers have been able to address the problems that limited the
utility of earlier deterrence research over the three-plus decades since the initial NRC report?
It turns out that the answer is a resounding “no,” at least according to this new NRC report.
Despite substantial growth in the amount of research addressing the deterrence effect, “the
committee concludes that research to date on the effect of capital punishment on homicide is
not informative about whether capital punishment decreases, increases, or has no effect on
homicide rates,” and further “recommends that these studies not be used to inform
deliberations requiring judgments about the effect of the death penalty on homicides” (p. 2).
Hammering this point home further, the committee goes on to note that anyone claiming that
there are studies clearly demonstrating an effect of capital punishment on homicides, one
way or the other, is mistaken.

Like most potential readers of this report, I was hoping for greater clarity, if not
certainty, regarding the status of findings from this body of research and was tempted to set
the report aside after reading the punch line. Fortunately, I persisted, and the report does an
excellent job of moving beyond the somewhat depressing conclusion to a thoughtful and
sophisticated analysis of the reasons underlying the findings. The vast majority of the
volume is devoted to giving the reader a clearer sense of why there are no definitive
findings.

Beginning with a summary of the current legal status of capital punishment across the
United States, along with state-level data on death sentences, executions, and homicides, the
report walks readers through a messy and changing policy landscape where the death penalty
sanction regimes (the manner in which and the conditions under which the death penalty is



assessed) are quite varied, which is one element contributing the difficulty in assessing any
deterrence impact. Readers will likely find the report’s discussion of the principles
underlying a presumed deterrence effect of interest, both because this is one of the clearest
accounts of deterrence theory I’ve seen and also because the theory itself is embedded far
more in economic than psychological theory.

Although both fields draw on many similar explanatory mechanisms, the “rational
thinker” model that characterizes most of the theorizing about the underlying mechanisms
involved in deterrence does not fully reflect more contemporary theories in behavioral
economics or cognitive psychology that relate to risk perception and decision making by
potential murderers. Readers familiar with these fields will be able to foresee some of the
problems that the committee acknowledges later in the report.

The vast majority of the report is devoted to a careful evaluation of the problems
inherent with the two basic research designs that scholars have been able to use to study
deterrence. Given the moral and practical impossibility of using randomized experiments to
study the phenomenon, researchers have by necessity been required to capitalize on
variations in sanction regimes, death sentences, actual executions, and homicide rates using
two primary research designs: panel studies and time-series studies.

The chapters sequentially addressing these two approaches give a balanced and
detailed critique of each approach. The limitations are not necessarily inherent to the designs
but often reflect overly narrow conceptual models, along with weak measures of the
constructs within those models. For example, none of the panel studies adequately models
the varied sanction regimes across the 50 states typically included in these studies, and this
problem of measurement and modeling is at the heart of why strong inferences can’t be
drawn from these studies.

Similarly, time-series studies that examine changes in homicide rates in the aftermath
of an execution either underspecify or completely fail to specify and test the logic underlying
the presumed deterrence effect. For example, many studies are built around the notion that
exposure to an execution will produce deterrence, despite the fact that general deterrence
theory seems to make the case that it is the presence of a sanction regime, rather than the
actual imposition of the sanction, that should produce deterrence in a “rational person.”

Perhaps the sanction regime, along with the degree to which the regime is
implemented in the form of death sentences and/or executions, is the key element to a
possible deterrence effect. Unfortunately, at this point in time we are unable to answer the
most basic questions about deterrence, according to the report’s authors.

Theory, measurement, and statistical modeling limitations prevent us from fully
understanding even whether a deterrence effect exists, let alone why, and the report
describes these limitations in detail. This discussion is the major contribution of Deterrence
and the Death Penalty to the deterrence research field. The final chapters provide excellent
guidance to researchers wishing to avoid the problems that have limited the utility of
research to date, but this analysis is not for the faint of heart. Most of the contributors to the
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report are economists, and the report leans heavily on highly sophisticated discussions of
cutting-edge econometric methods. Readers with a strong quantitative background will find
this discussion extremely informative, but those with only average quantitative skills may
find the discussion a bit overwhelming.

The committee chides the research field for failing to account for the risk perceptions
of criminals who might face capital punishment sanctions. Only a few studies have
attempted to assess sanction risk perceptions and relate them to future criminal behavior, and
for the most part these studies have been carried out by psychologists. Clearly this is an area
where psychologists can assist in filling in the blanks in the deterrence research literature.

My hope of getting some straightforward policy-relevant information about the
relationship between deterrence and the death penalty was dashed within the report’s first
few pages, but in the end I was not disappointed in what I learned. Deterrence researchers
will find a state-of-the-art road map here that will help them address the theoretical,
measurement, and analytical challenges they face in drawing strong inferences. Readers with
a more general interest in the topic will gain a more sophisticated understanding of why it is
so difficult to answer what on the surface seems like a relatively straightforward question.

Hopefully, when the next National Research Council committee decides to reexamine
the question of whether the death penalty deters homicide, the third time will be the charm.
But in the meantime, the policy debate will have to continue without any strong contribution
from the social sciences.
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